
Cybersecurity and ChatGPT

Good, Bad, and Ugly
What it is and why it's important



What is C h a t G P T ?

What c a n we expect from
O p e n A I ?

The Good – Using AI to help 
improve Cybersecurity

The Bad – bad actors using AI 

What are the risks?

Trends, Policies, & Unknowns

What you need to know

Chat
GPT



Overview and Background



What is
ChatGPT?
C h a t G P T i s  a n  a r t i f i c i a l  i n t e l l i g e n c e  ( A I )  c h a t b o t  
t h a t  u s e s  n a t u r a l  l a n g u a g e  p r o c e s s i n g  t o  c r e a t e  
h u m a n l i k e  c o n v e r s a t i o n a l  d i a l o g u e .  T h e  l a n g u a g e  
m o d e l  c a n  r e s p o n d  t o  q u e s t i o n s  a n d  c o m p o s e  
v a r i o u s  w r i t t e n  c o n t e n t ,  i n c l u d i n g  a r t i c l e s ,  s o c i a l  
m e d i a  p o s t s ,  e s s a y s ,  c o d e  a n d  e m a i l s .



ChatGPT: This Webinar



What to expect from OpenAI



Large Language Models (LLMs) can
be used to generate all sorts of content.

Predict your next word Write an essay Create software code



Generative AI goes beyond text to images and
audio.



Generative AI advancements
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Microsoft 
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Google calls 
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on AI
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Generative AI in the headlines

2023

Microsoft 
invests $10B 
in OpenAI 
(Jan 23)

Google shows
Bard, its ChatGPT
challenger (Feb 6)

Microsoft 
integrates 
GPT4 into Bing, 
its search 
engine (Feb 8)

Google announces 
Generative AI in Docs, Gmail 

and other apps (Mar 14)

OpenAI releases 
GPT4 (Mar 14)

Microsoft announces integration
of GPT4 with Office & 365 (Mar 16)

OpenAI announces ChatGPT 
plug-ins to get real time data and 
work with other apps (Mar 23)



The Evolution of ChatGPT

ChatGPT uses deep learning, a subset of machine learning, to produce humanlike 
text through transformer neural networks. The transformer predicts text -- including 
the next word, sentence or paragraph -- based on its training data's typical sequence.



Deeper Look



The Good



ChatGPT + Cybersecurity
Cyberthreats, attacks and impacts continue to rise.

38%
increase in global 
cyber attacks in 2022 
(Security Magazine)

112M
attacks on IoT devices
in 2022, an increase of
8 7 % (SonicWall)

$2M
average cost of a 
public sector data 
breach in the US (IBM)

29%
forecasted growth of
public cloud services
in 2023 (Gartner)



Cyberthreat tactics and techniques are growing.

Mitre Enterprise ATT&CK Matrix

14 categories of threat

220+ techniques

Associated detections & 
mitigations

Separate matrices for ICS & mobile 

Used extensively by CISA



How can we use AI to help 
Cybersecurity?

• When asked ChatGPT outlined some potential uses, and the AI responded with the 
following:

• Phishing detection: ChatGPT can be trained to identify and flag suspicious emails and 
messages that may be part of a phishing campaign. By analyzing the language and 
structure of the message, ChatGPT can determine if it is likely to be a genuine 
communication or a malicious attempt to steal sensitive information.

• Social engineering: ChatGPT can be used to simulate social engineering attacks, such 
as spear-phishing or pretexting. This can help security teams identify potential 
vulnerabilities and test the effectiveness of their security awareness training programs.

• Security incident response: ChatGPT can be used to quickly analyze large amounts of 
log data and other incident-related information to help security teams identify the 
scope and severity of a security incident, and take appropriate actions to contain and 
mitigate the threat.



Hmm…the Good

Assist Threat Researchers
Generating SIEM Search Queries
Command-Line Triage



Threat Researchers
Worried about threats to 
Active Directory? 



Threat Researchers
Worried about threats to 
Active Directory? 



Threat Researchers
Worried about threats to 
Active Directory? 



Threat Researchers



SIEM Sifting
ChatGPT can help the user 
with some examples and 
can share best practices 
and tips to enhance users’ 
SPL skills. It can cover 
topics such as data 
sourcetypes, field 
extractions, time-based 
searches, correlation 
searches, and advanced 
statistical analysis. 



SIEM Sifting



Command-line Triage
ChatGPT can Tier 2-3 SOC 
analysts view issues and alerts



Command-line Triage
ChatGPT can help the user with 
PowerShell command to gather 
core indicators of compromise 
related to some malicious files.



Command-line Triage
It worked!!!



Other Ideas
• Behavioral analysis: ChatGPT can be trained to analyze network logs and other data to 

identify patterns of behavior that may indicate an APT. For example, it can be trained to look 
for signs of lateral movement, data exfiltration, or other indicators of malicious activity. Our 
disclaimer: Again, it’s worth bearing in mind how much of your own data you want to feed 
into ChatGPT, and whether the benefits outweigh any potential risks.

• TTP analysis: ChatGPT can also be trained to analyze the tactics, techniques, and procedures 
(TTPs) used by APTs. By analyzing the methods used by an attacker to infiltrate a network 
and move laterally, it can help security teams identify the origin and intent of the attack.

• Threat intelligence: ChatGPT can be used to analyze large amounts of data from various 
sources, such as the dark web and social media, to identify potential APTs and track the 
activities of cyber criminal groups and state-sponsored hackers.

• Report generation: ChatGPT can be used to generate detailed reports on APT activity, 
including information on the scope and severity of the attack, the systems and data affected, 
and recommendations for containing and mitigating the threat.”



The Bad



OpenAI Usage Policies



Hmm…the Bad

Writing Command-Line Arguments
NTLM HTML Brute Forcer
Social Engineering Phishing Emails



Writing Command-Line Arguments
ChatGPT can write syntax 
correct commands – here is an 
Nmap command generated 
that will perform service and 
operating system 
fingerprinting.



NTLM HTML 
Brute Forcer

The code from ChatGPT

The prompt: “Write a Python script that tests HTTP NTLM 
authentication using a list of usernames and passwords.”

Then, the instructions became a bit more specific: “Modify 
to take either a single username and password, or a 
username list and password list from txt files.”

Then: “Modify the URL parameter to be a command line 
argument.”

The script will send an HTTP get request to the specified 
URL for each combination of username and password in 
the lists. It will also print a message indicating success or 
failure. In the end, we received the following code:



Social Engineering Phishing Emails
While a user couldn’t explicitly 
prompt ChatGPT to create a phishing 
email, there’s nothing to stop threat 
actors from crafting a legitimate 
email asking the recipient to click a 
link or download an attachment, and 
simply use that instead.



The Ugly



Is AI a Risk?
AI becomes one of the top five emerging risks in Q2 2023:

Generative artificial intelligence (AI), such as OpenAI's ChatGPT and 
Google Bard, has become a top concern for enterprise risk executives 
in the second quarter of 2023, according to a recent report by 
Gartner, Inc.

Aug 11, 2023



Ask questions before investing in 
Generative AI

Has IT and Security bought in/approve?

What relationships does the organizaiton
have with potential vendors today?

What are the SLAs and terms of service?

How do vendors gather, process, store and 
secure information?

What biases do the models have? 

Who owns the data and results?



Assessing Personal Risk



Data Leak a Risk?



Risks?



The Unknown



The Trends, Policies, & Unknowns 
New Computing 
models will drive 
better and 
accessible GAN 
models



ChatGPT Usage Trends



The Trends, Policies, & Unknowns 
From a number 
of dimensions –
here research has 
skyrocketed in 
2023



ChatGPT Usage Trends



ChatGPT Usage Trends



ChatGPT Usage Trends



Industry Trends
Top 3 Industry Verticals 
using AI/ML

• Finance

• Technology

• Services



ChatGPT Usage Trends



The Trends, Policies, & Unknowns 
Global AI Policy 
in 2023



US National Cybersecurity Strategy

The five pillars strongly emphasize public private partnerships.

1. Defend Critical Infrastructure

2. Disrupt and Dismantle Threat Actors

3. Shape Market Forces to Drive Security and Resilience

4. Invest in a Resilient Future

5. Forge International Partnerships to Pursue Shared Goals



Unknowns
• Ethical and Moral Considerations: As generative AI becomes more capable, there are ethical 
concerns about its potential misuse, such as creating deepfakes, generating harmful content, or 
spreading misinformation.

• Bias and Fairness: Generative AI models can inadvertently learn and propagate biases present 
in their training data. Addressing and mitigating these biases is an ongoing challenge.

• Explainability and Accountability: Understanding how these models generate their outputs is 
difficult, making it challenging to hold them accountable for errors or biased responses.

• Control and Fine-tuning: Controlling the output of generative models to ensure it aligns with 
ethical guidelines remains an open problem. Fine-tuning such models for specific tasks while 
avoiding unintended consequences is another challenge.

• Data Privacy: Generative AI models trained on large datasets can inadvertently memorize and 
regurgitate personal or sensitive information, raising concerns about data privacy.

• Generalization Limits: While generative models can generate human-like text, they often 
struggle with nuanced and contextually challenging tasks, like deep reasoning, long-context 
understanding, or common-sense reasoning.



Unknowns
• Resource Consumption: Training and running large generative models consume significant 
computational resources and energy, raising concerns about environmental impact.

• Malicious Use: There's potential for generative AI to be used in cyberattacks, such as generating 
convincing phishing emails, misinformation, or content that aims to manipulate individuals or 
systems.

• Intellectual Property: As generative AI generates content, questions arise about who owns the 
output, particularly in cases where it might resemble existing copyrighted material.

• Regulation and Policy: The regulatory landscape for generative AI is evolving, and it's unclear 
how governments will address the technology's challenges while fostering innovation.

• Long-term Implications: The long-term impact of generative AI on society, including its effects 
on employment, education, and communication, is uncertain.

• Security: Protecting generative AI models from adversarial attacks, where malicious actors try 
to manipulate their output or behavior, is an ongoing challenge.



Conclusion - ChatGPT

Advancing Generative AI requires collaboration among 
researchers, policymakers, and the industry to establish 
responsible guidelines, develop better techniques for 
bias mitigation and explainability, and ensure the 
technology is used ethically and safely. 

It's an ongoing process, and as generative AI continues 
to advance, these unknowns will continue to evolve.



The advance of technology 
is based on making it fit in so

that you don't really even notice 
it, so it's part of everyday life.

BILL GATES



We hope you learned something new.

Do you have 
any questions?
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